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CONTOURING YOUR FACE

MAKING MAGIC WITH MESO SKIN PERFECTOR®
HOW TO USE
MESO SKIN PERFECTOR®
LIGHT
Recommended for people with very
light skin tones seeking the reduction
of freckles and skin discolouration
caused by acne and ageing.
Use this shade for a facial mesocontour BB treatment as a highlighter
(see picture).

MESO SKIN PERFECTOR®
NATURAL
Medium beige with rose undertones
which is ideal for people with warmer
skin tones. Use it to achieve a
balanced skintone for pale skin with
brown hyperpigmentation.

MESO SKIN PERFECTOR®
MEDIUM
Ideal for tanned skin or people
with bronze skin tones, and we
recommend it for those with medium
to dark complexions. Use this shade
as a dark contour for a facial mesocontour treatment (see picture).

Recommended Meso Handpiece

Recommended Meso Microlifting Module

For optimal and risk-free results
•

4-8 treatments with approx. one week
apart, depending on age and skin type.

•

Maintained with a single treatment
every 3 months.

PROFESSIONAL USE: INSTRUCTIONS STEP BY STEP
MAKING MAGIC WITH MESO SKIN PERFECTOR®

4-8 treatments with approx. one week apart, depending on age and skin type. Maintained with a single treatment every 3 months.

STEP 1: MESO PURE PEEL
Prepare the skin properly with MESO PURE PEEL before undergoing
MESO SKIN PERFECTOR® treatment.
• Cleanse the area to be treated, carefully removing the makeup
• Pre-procedure cleansing solution / wipe (Meso Pure Peel)

Active ingredients
Lactic Acid, Citric Acid, Malic Acid, Bisabolol, Citrus Grandis Fruit
Extract, Vaccinum Myrtillus Leaf Extract, Citrus Lemon Peel Extract

STEP 2: SELECT THE CORRECT NEEDLE MODULE
Preparing the handpiece with Microlifting Module or similar.
NEVER with Microneedling Modules.
Adjust Microlifting Module to full length and set the machine to a
speed 100-120 depending on skin sensitivity.
You can treat all areas of the hands, face, neck, decollette or body with
the microlifting module, as it is non-invasive, will not traumatize the
skin but will improve skin quality even on a scar tissue.

STEP 3: APPLYING MESO SKIN PERFECTOR®
Select the correct color
• Light: for light skin tones
• Natural: for rose skin tones
• Medium: for darker skin tones

Apply a thin layer of MESO SKIN PERFECTOR® to a SMALL area at
a time. Treat each area (5 cm x 10 cm) in circular movements with a
moderate pressure on cheeks and no pressure around the eyes or
forehead for 2-3 minutes. Treat pigment spots or scar tissue a little
longer. Do not rinse the skin; leaving the residual of the MESO SKIN
PERFECTOR® on the skin proceed to the next step of the treatment.

STEP 4: MESO ANTI-AGE MASK
Post-mesotherapy transdermal patch mask to be applied directly on
the skin which still has the residual of the MESO SKIN PERFECTOR®
from the previous treatment step. This helps the skin absorb even
more of the product. Leave the mask on for 20-40 minutes depending
on clients age and skin condition, as mask has strong anti-age action
and skin rejuvenation properties. Hydrogel Face Mask, easy and fast
to use (pre-cut). It’s 3D reticular structures ensures maximum adhesion
to the skin. It is dampened with active ingredients specially selected
for treatment of different types of skin. Soothing, moisturizing the skin
and does not cause irritation.

STEP 5: MESO LIFT AND PROTECT (SPF50+)
After removing the mask, wipe the rest of the MESO SKIN
PERFECTOR® off with water.
Apply a thin layer of MESO LIFT AND PROTECT on the treated area.
Follow up with a light mineral powder if necessary. MESO LIFT AND
PROTECT is a photoprotector, suitable for everyday use. Ideal day
cream for dry hyper-reactive skin, photodermatosis, photosensitivity.
MESO LIFT AND PROTECT is a multifunctional anti-age product with a
strong action lasting up to 8 hours.
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